
Figure 7.1: Opticalmicrograpli for SPC'imcn aust nitiscd at 1060°

for 2 liours at 700°C.
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The carbides found in the microstructural investigation were M7C3 and M23C6, in good

agreement with the sequence predicted by thermodynamic calculations. The EDXS results show

that the equilibrium chromium content of the carbide M7C3 is higher than that in M2JC6, The

absolute levels of Cr and Mo predicted to be in the carbides are slightly higher than those

observed experimentally (e.g. 65 wt.% Cr and 20 wt.% Mo are predicted in M23C6, whereas 60

wt.% Cr and 10 wt.% Mo, allowing for 5 wt.% C, are measured experimentally), however, there

is good general agreement. The chromium content of both carbides in the ex-service material

is larger due to the increased bulk chromium content of the alloy. The carbides can support a

greater substitutional alloying content as the temperature is lowered. It is possible, therefore,

that when the steel is in service at the lower temperature of 565°C, after the stress-relief heat

treatment, the chromium content of the M2JC6 may increase by approximately 4-5 wt.%. It is

likely, however, that this approach to equilibrium will be extremely slow and difficult to detect

within the experimental error of energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.

7.3.3 Cementite precipitation

It is interesting to note that no cementite was found in any of the specimens, even during

the earliest stages of tempering, because cementite is usually expected to be the first carbide

to form on tempering martensite. Therefore the computer model described in Chapter 3 was

used to investigate the time for cementite, with an initial composition determined by assuming

a paraequilibrium transformation mechanism, to reach its predicted equilibrium composition.

The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 7.8. The chromium concentration in the

cementite is plotted against the time allowed for diffusion at 700°C for a range of particle sizes

between 10 and 30 nm. It can be seen that cementite in fact saturates in an extremely short

time, of the order of a few minutes. It is concluded that with the large amount of chromium

in the base composition of the steel, the driving force for alloy carbide precipitation is large,

and that cementite will only be seen in this steel if tempering takes place at a much lower

temperature, or possibly immediately after tempering has begun.

7.3.4 X-ray microanalysis

Extensive measurements of carbide composition and particle size were performed on car-

bon extraction replicas using EDX. The results of the analyses on the carbides contained in

specimens tempered at 700°C for 15,30, 60 and 120 minutes respectively are presented in Fig-

ure 7.9a)-d) as plots of the chromium concentration against particle size, measured in terms of

a mean linear intercept.

It can be seen in the 15 minute specimen that M7C3 (with a composition of approximately
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Figure 7.8: Calculated rate of cementite enrichment with respect to chromium concentration for

particles of sizes 10-30 nm using a finite difference model.

75 wt.% Cr, 20 wt.% Fe and small amounts of molybdenum and manganese) is found to co-exist

with M23C6 (with a composition of approximately 60 wt.% Cr, 30 wt.% Fe and 10 wt.% Mo).

These compositions are in general agreement with those of Beech and Warrington (1966), the

absolute values being dependent on the base composition of the steel. The average chromium

concentration in M23C6 in all the specimens ranged from 60-63 wt.%. The transition from

M7C3 to M23C6 is picked up in the 30 minute specimen. After 1 hour there is very little

evidence of any M7C3 being present in the microstructure, and after the completion of the

stress-relief heat treatment all the M7C3 has redissolved. Figure 7.ge) compares data from

the 'ex-service' material and the specimen tempered for 1173 hours at 700°C. The chromium

content in the carbides in the 'ex-service' material is larger than that in the isothermally

tempered specimen, but this difference can be attributed to the the higher chromium content

in the base composition of the steel and the longer tempering time. In both cases, however, the

chromium content is constant.

7.3.5 X-ray diffraction analyses

X-ray diffraction analyses on particles extracted from the steel matrix using the method

described in Chapter 4 for specimens tempered at 700°C for 10 minutes and 2 hours respectively
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are presented in Figure 7.10a) and b). In the spectra for the specimen tempered for 10 minutes,

the 420 and 202 peaks from M7C3 are clearly visible, whereas these have disappeared after

tempering for 2 hours. The 420 and 202 peaks are the strongest visible peaks for M7C3 because

the strong 421 peak overlaps with the strong 511 peak of M23C6• There was no further change

in the diffraction pattern for specimens tempered up to 1200 hours at 700°C. The lattice

parameters for M23C6 extracted from all the heat-treated specimens of the 12CrlMoV steel

were calculated using the measured values of d-spacings. Errors can arise in the measured

values of the d-spacings factors such as the geometry of the diffractometer and absorption in

the specimen. These were corrected for by fitting a polynomial function to the d-spacings of the

internal standard, which are known to a high degree of accuracy. M23C6 is cubic and therefore

the d-spacings and plane indices are related by the equation

The adjusted d-spacings were fitted to this equation using a non-linear least-squares procedure.

The calculated lattice parameters are presented in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Lattice parameters of M23C6 determined by X-ray diffraction.

Time at 700°C Lattice parameter / A
10 mins 10.64± 0.01

15 mins 10.65± 0.01

30 mins 10.66± 0.01

1 hour 10.65± 0.01

2 hours 10.65± 0.01

1173 hours 10.66± 0.01

2 hours + 10.65± 0.01

16 hrs at 565°C

The lattice parameter of (Fe, Cr)23C6 containing 60 wt.% Cr extracted from a commercial

steel containing 14 wt.% Cr has previously been measured as 10.595A (Gullberg, 1971). In

order to estimate the change in lattice parameter due to the molybdenum content in the M23C6
in this work the relative sizes of the atoms are considered. Molybdenum atoms are 10% larger

than chromium and may replace up to 8 out of 92 of the metal atoms in the unit cell (Franck

et ai, 1982). The 10 wt.% Mo measured in the carbide corresponds to Cr16Fe6Mo1 C6, and

therefore an increase in lattice parameter to 10.59(1+0.lxA)=10.64A is predicted. This is
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in good agreement with the calculated value. The calculated lattice parameters differed by no

more than 0.02A, indicating again no significant differences in the composition of the M23C6

after tempering.

7.4 Discussion

The carbides precipitating during the stress-relief heat treatment in 12CrlMoV steel have

been identified by X-ray diffraction and selected area electron diffraction as M7C3 and M23C6.

Therefore, before entering service at approximately 565°C, the steel contains a distribution

of M23 C6 particles. The initial composition of the carbides is close to that predicted using

equilibrium thermodynamics, and it has been established by EDX that there is no further change

in the composition of the carbides with tempering. No significant dependence of chromium

concentration on particle size was found. Lattice parameter measurements and comparison

with ex-service material confirm that there is no change in composition of the M23C6 on

tempering, especially with respect to molybdenum, which might have been expected from the

thermodynamic calculations. The fact that there is no enrichment occurring on tempering in

12CrlMoV steel is in contrast to the low alloy steels reported in the previous chapter. Du (1986)

found that the chromium content in M23C6 precipitating in a !Cr!Mot V steel increased with

time. Whether or not alloy carbides precipitate at their equilibrium composition is therefore

dependent on the concentration of alloying elements available in the base composition of a steel.

Recent work by Bjarbo (1991) (for an alloy with a higher chromium content than that used in

this work) has shown that M23 C6 which precipitates during the stress-relief heat treatment is

enriched in chromium by less than 5 wt.% during a creep test for 20,000 hours at 600°C.

7.5 Conclusions

The kinetics of carbide precipitation in 12CrlMoV steels are rapid when compared with

other low-alloy steels of the type commonly used in power plant. This is attributed to the

fact that the steel studied has relatively large concentrations of carbide-forming substitutional

solutes. Thus, unlike the low-alloy steels, relatively stable alloy carbides have been found to

dominate in the microstructure immediately after the stress-relief heat treatment. Since this

heat treatment is always necessary before implementing the alloy in service, there seems little

prospect of estimating the thermal history of a component from the chemical composition of

its carbides. In fact, both the thermodynamic analysis and the experimental data show that

the chromium concentration of the M23 C6 carbide is very sensitive to the average chromium

concentration of the steel. It is found that variations in the chromium concentration within
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the accepted industrial specifications, can lead to larger corresponding variations in carbide

compositions, than would be caused during service.

It has been established that there is no significant change in the carbide identity or com-

position during service after the stress-relief heat treatment. Therefore, the question arises as

to which other microstructural changes could be fruitfully investigated. It seems from a com-

parison of figures 7.9d) and e), which show an increase in particle size from about 125-300 nm,

that carbide coarsening could potentially be used as a microstructural parameter.
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CHAPTER 8

ATOM PROBE AND STEM INVESTIGATIONS

The atom probe studies discussed in this chapter provide a link between the experimental

measurements of mean concentration levels in cementite using energy dispersive X-ray analysis

in a transmission electron microscope, and the theoretical modelling of the diffusion process

discussed in Chapter 3. Consistent with theoretical predictions, the enrichment of substitutional

solutes in the carbide at the carbide/matrix interface is not observed to reach the levels required

for local equilibrium at the interface.

The material described in this chapter has been accepted for publication in Surface Science.
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CHAPTER 8

ATOM PROBE AND STEM INVESTIGATIONS

8.1 Introduction

It was shown in Chapter 3 that the cementite associated with upper bainite forms with no

redistribution of the substitutional alloying elements, by paraequilibrium transformation. The

modelling of the subsequent approach towards equilibrium, involving the diffusion of substitu-

tional elements is central to this work. It is often assumed in problems of diffusion that local

equilibrium exists at an interface. t A calculation was performed using MTDATA (see Chapter

3) to determine the equilibrium concentration of chromium in cementite and ferrite for the

2lCrlMo steel at 565°C. Alloy carbide formation was suppressed; only the phases cementite

and ferrite were allowed to exist. The results of the calculation are given in Table 8.1. The

predicted volume fraction of cementite at this temperature was 0.022, which is consistent with

mass balance considerations. The partitioning ratio indicated by the calculations is consistent

with the values of ~50 measured by AI-Salman et aI (1979) at 600°C for pearlitic cementite in

an Fe-Cr-Mn-C steel, although this comparison is not strictly valid because of the difference

in steel chemistry. Local equilibrium therefore would require a very large increase in chromium

concentration in cementite at the interface, compared with the 2.2 wt.% that exists in the bulk

alloy.

Table 8.1: Calculated equilibrium concentration in cementite and ferrite at 565°C.

Calculated equilibrium

concentration of Cr /wt.%

Ferrite 1.05

Cementite 54.00

Modelling of the enrichment behaviour of cementite to date assumes only that local equib-

rium exists in the matrix at the carbide/matrix interface. The concentration in cementite at

the interface is determined by mass balance considerations in the diffusion equations. During

the earlier stages of enrichment (e.g. 10 mins) the model predicts a small increase in the con-

centration of chromium at the edges of a cementite particle with respect to its core. At the

t Local equilibrium requires that the concentrations of the solute in both the carbide and the matrix

at a carbide/matrix interface are given by the tie-line of the equilibrium phase diagram.
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longer tempering times, after soft impingement of the diffusion fields from the extremities of

the particle, the model predicts a more even distribution of chromium across the particle rising

slowly to the equilibrium level. Measurements of cementite composition using energy-dispersive

X-ray analysis (EDX) in a TEM are only able to determine the average particle concentration.

The maximum measured Cr concentration in cementite by EDX in the specimens tempered at

565°C was ~ 35 wt.%. It is not possible to measure the equilibrium Cr content in the cementite

in this steel at this temperature because the alloy carbide M7C3 precipitates at the expense of

the cementite before it has reached saturation.

The model assumes that the diffusion coefficients, DO'and D8, in the matrix and cementite

respectively are the same; this assumption is justified to some extent by the good agreement

between kinetic theory and experiment demonstrated in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. DO'is obtained as

1.65x 1O-19m2s-1 according to Fridberg et al (1969), whose assessed data are in good agreement

with those of Bowen and Leak (1970). Barnard et al (1987) have used atom probe techniques

to measure DO' and D8• The data for 486°C are presented in Table 8.2. The value of DO'

measured by Barnard et al is an order of magnitude less than the other two values, and of D8

approximately two orders of magnitude less than the measured value of DO'.

Table 8.2: Measurements of the diffusion of chromium in ferrite and cementite at 486°C.

DO'/m2s-1 D8/m2s-1

Bowen and Leak (1970) 4.9xlO-21 -

Fridberg et al (1969) 4.6x 10-21 -

Barnard et al (1987) (1) 2.6x10-22 -

(2) 4.9x 10-22 0.02x 10-22

The effect of varying the value of D8 with respect to the value of DO' on the cementite

enrichment rate was therefore investigated using the model described in Chapter 3. Three

different values of D8 were chosen and two different tempering times, 10 mins and 178 hours.

The resulting composition profiles and predicted concentrations are presented in Figure 8.1 and

Table 8.3. The most important result is that for De= 510 DO'the predicted average level of Cr in

cementite is 16 wt.% for a 10 min ageing period, whereas if DO'=De this level is 2.5 wt.%. The

average concentration of chromium in cementite after 10 mins tempering measured using EDX

is ~6 wt.%. This result is therefore inconsistent with the value of De measured by Barnard et

al (1987). It is possible that De is slightly less than DO', but not by a factor of 50.

The purpose of this work was therefore to investigate to what extent local equilibrium

exists at the particle/matrix interface during the enrichment of cementite.
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Table 8.3: Average Cr concentration and the interface concentration in cementite as a function of De

and tempering time. Concentrations are given in wt.%.

De 10 mins 178 hours

Av. conc. Interface conc. Av. conc. Interface conc.

=Da 2.48 3.14 13.09 13.11

=0.3Da 3.14 5.23 38.51 38.59

=0.02Da 16.06 47.74 53.99 53.99
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Figure 8.1: Predicted chromium concentration in a cementite particle of size 100 nm in a

2iCr1Mo steel after 10 mins and 178 hrs tempering at 565°C as a function of the diffusion coef-

ficient in cementite. Slices 1 and 40 represent the surfaces of a plate-shaped cementite particle in the

finite difference model, the core being located at slice 20.

8.2 Atom probe field ion microscopy

8.2.1 Principle of operation of atom probe

An atom probe consists of a field ion microscope with an ultrahigh-resolution mass spec-

trometer attached. The field ion microscope produces images of the specimen in which there

is one-to-one correspondence with atomic positions. The mass spectrometer is then used to
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perform very accurate chemical analysis. A brief summary of the principle of operation of an

atom probe is presented below. Extensive discussion concerning the operation of atom probes

can be found in the book by Miller and Smith (1989), and details of the atom probe used in

this work in the paper by Waugh et al. (1992).

A field ion specimen is a very sharp needle of tip radius approximately 100 nm. The

specimen is cooled down to cryogenic temperatures using a closed-cycle helium refrigerator

and held in a vacuum chamber with a background pressure of 10-11 mbar. For producing a

field ion image (field ionisation), a background pressure of neon gas of 10-5 mbar is introduced

into the chamber and a large positive voltage is applied to the specimen. The inert gas atoms

become polarised in the high electric field near the tip and are attracted towards it. Ionisation

of the polarised gas atom can then occur by quantum mechanical tunnelling of an electron to

the tip. The remaining positively charged gas ion is then repelled from the tip towards the

channel plate. On striking the channel plate, a cascade of electrons is produced which strike a

phosphor screen resulting in a bright image spot. The number of ions will be greatest where the

local field is highest, for example, above prominent surface atoms. A picture of the Cambridge

atom probe is presented in Figure 8.2, and the corresponding schematic diagram in Figure 8.3.

Limited information can be obtained from the field ion image. The image is usually used

to recognise features of interest such as second phases or boundaries. Phase contrast can arise

where there are differences in the ionisation probabilities of the elements in the two phases.

Ferrite is usually imaged as sets of concentric rings showing the b.c.c. symmetry of the phase,

whereas austenite, martensite and carbides usually image darkly. The elements molybdenum

and silicon, to a lesser extent, image brightly because the evaporation field for these elements

from an iron-based matrix is higher than that for iron itself, and so they remain at prominent

surface positions.

The second stage involves the removal of atoms from the surface of the specimen by the

process of field evaporation as the voltage applied to the specimen is increased further. The

background pressure of neon gas is reduced for atom probe analysis. The atoms are field-

evaporated at a well-defined moment in time by the application of an additional voltage pulse.

The mass to charge ratio of the atom can then be determined from the time taken to reach the

detector, which can be measured to an accuracy of 1 ns. There is a hole in the channel plate

which enables the selection of atoms from a specific area. The lateral resolution is the size of

this hole projected onto the tip, which is approximately 5 nm. The accuracy with which small

scale composition variations can be determined depends on their relative orientation to the axis

of the analysis cylinder. Repeated pulsing of the sample is used to build up a layer by layer
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Figure 8.2: The atom probe field ion microscope (APFIM 200) used in this work.
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Figure 8.3: A schematic cross section of the APFIM 200.
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atomic composition profile from the specimen. A schematic diagram illustrating the operation

of the atom probe field ion microscope is presented in Figure 8.4. A diagram illustrating the

ideal precipitate analysis geometry is illustrated in Figure 8.5.

8.2.2 Experimental details

The 2tCr1Mo steel discussed in chapter 5 was used for the atom probe studies. Blanks were

cut from the heat treated specimens of size 0.5xO.5x20 mm using a diamond saw. These were

initially thinned electrochemically using the same conditions as for the preparation of the TEM

foils of this material discussed in chapter 4. Needles for examination in the atom probe were

then prepared using a two stage electropolishing technique; stage 1 producing a necked specimen

profile using a thin layer of the electropolishing solution above floated on an inert solution at

~30 V, and stage 2 producing a needle by electropolishing in a solution of 2% perchloric

acid in butoxyethanol at ~25 V. Both solutions were cooled to O°C using liquid nitrogen.

Specimens were resharpened by dipping the tips in a lacquer resist and electropolishing in the

two solutions. Atom probe analyses were performed at 100 K with background pressures of

neon gas of 1X 10-5 mbar and 1X 10-8 mbar for imaging and analysis respectively. The voltage

pulse fraction used was 20%.

8.2.3 Results and discussion

The specimens tempered for relatively short times (up to 2 hrs) were examined in the atom

probe, and those for longer times in the STEM, which was able to accommodate the larger

particle sizes. A typical TEM micrograph from a thin foil tempered for 10 mins at 565°C is

shown in Figure 8.6, showing plate-shaped carbides, identified as cementite using selected area

electron diffraction. The cementite plates typically measured 125x30 nm. Analysis in the atom

probe is easier if the particles are aligned with the long dimension parallel to the length of

the needle. As observed by Wada et al. (1982), the cementite particles were found to be very

unstable under the action of the applied electric field, leading to frequent specimen fracture. It

was observed in the STEM that the cementite particles charged in the electron beam indicating

poor conductivity.

Field ion micrographs from the matrix and cementite phases are presented in Figure 8.7.

The image from the matrix was often found to contain small clusters of very bright atoms; sub-

sequent atom probe analysis showed that these might be attributed to very small molybdenum

carbides. The cementite phase is observed to have little structure in the image and to contain

relatively large diffuse spots.

Mass spectra from specimens tempered for 10 mins and 2 hrs are presented in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.6: A transmission electron micrograph from a specimen tempered at 565°C for 10 mins

illustrating plate-shaped cementite particles.

a) b)

Figure 8.7: Field ion images from the matrix (a) and the cementite (b) phases.

The calculated composition within the matrix, distant from the cementite particles, correspond-

ing to each of these spectra is presented in Table 8.4. It can be seen that there is a reduction

in the chromium level in the matrix after tempering for 2 hrs. This corresponds to the en-

richment of cementite with respect to chromium, resulting in a drop in the chromium level in

the matrix. After 2 hrs tempering, the concentration of chromium measured in cementite by

energy-dispersive X-ray analysis on carbon extraction replicas in the TEM is approximately

11 wt.%.

It is interesting to note that the molybdenum and carbon contents in the matrix are a

little higher than might be expected, particularly in the specimen tempered for 10 mins. Close

examination of the composition profile corresponding to the mass spectrum in Figure 8.9a)

reveals small clusters containing both molybdenum and carbon atoms. This is illustrated in

Figure 8.9a). This suggests there are very small particles of molybdenum carbide in the early

stages of formation within the matrix. A Markov chain analysis for the the molybdenum atoms

indicates that there are more Mo-Mo bonds than would be expected in a homogeneous solid
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Table 8.4: Composition of the matrix measured in the atom probe for samples tempered for 10 mins

and 2 hrs in wt. %.

Time C Si Mn P S Cr Mo V Ni Cu Fe

10 mins 0.16 0.49 0.48 0.01 0.04 2.38 1.87 0.09 0.09 0.03 94.36

±0.02 ±0.06 ±0.08 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.15 ±0.20 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.60

2 hrs 0.13 0.37 0.60 0.05 - 1.34 1.04 - 0.04 - 96.44

±0.03 ±0.07 ±0.14 ±0.03 ±0.20 ±0.25 ±0.04 ±0.75

(a)

MASS SPECTRUM

(b)

~ 1Q'

MASS SPt:=CTAUM

Figure 8.8: Mass spectra taken from the matrix in specimens tempered for 10 mins (a) and 2 hrs

(b) containing 7,000 and 3,000 ions respectively.

solution, although many more ions are needed to establish the significance of this result. Further

work is therefore needed to establish any correlation between the carbon and molybdenum

concentrations, and to examine the development of clusters as a function of ageing time. Similar
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observations have been made by Olson et al. (1991). Dark field imaging in the STEM at high

magnification, which is especially good for showing high atomic number contrast, is able to

resolve small particles which probably correspond to the molybdenum and carbon clusters

observed in the atom probe. This is illustrated in Figure 8.9b). M02C particles had not been

observed in previous TEM investigations until the specimens had been tempered for 32 hrs.
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Figure 8.9: a) Composition profile (15 ions per block) corresponding to part of the mass spectrum in

Figure 8.9a) for the specimen tempered for 10 mins showing small clusters of molybdenum and carbon

atoms and b) dark field STEM micrograph from a carbon extraction replica taken from a specimen

tempered for 10 mins illustrating very small particles exhibiting high atomic number contrast.

The measured content of silicon in the matrix is observed to be slightly higher than the

composition of the steel as a whole. Silicon, usually observed as Si2+, has a mass to charge

ratio of 14, which is the same as that for N+. However, the concentration of nitrogen in the

steel is expected to be less than 40 ppm. High levels of Si is a common observation, and is

usually attributed to the preferential evaporation of the matrix because Si is refactory and hard

to evaporate. Preferential evaporation occurs because the iron evaporates more easily, so that

during the time when the specimen is not being pulsed (i.e. is at the set d.c. voltage) the iron

continues to evaporate whereas the Si only evaporates during the pulsing. Therefore, the Si

appears to have a larger concentration than expected.

A typical mass spectrum from a cementite particle after 10 mins tempering is illustrated

In Figure 8.10. The corresponding concentration for the major alloying elements of interest

is approximately 20 at.% C, 3 at.% Cr, 2 at.% Mo and the balance, Fe. The chromium and

molybdenum levels are slightly lower than those measured by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis

(~5 at.% Cr), possibly because there is expected to be a variation with particle size. However,
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the carbon content is clearly less than the 25 at% required by the stoichiometry of cementite,

M3C. It is possible that the probe hole did not completely overlap the cementite particle, but is

more likely that the carbon detection efficiency has been reduced by the relatively high analysis

temperature used to try to reduce the fracture rate of the samples. Carinci et al. (1988) found

that a specimen temperature of 80 K reduced the observation of carbon clusters and led to a

corresponding reduction in the overall carbon content. Sha et al (1992) have recently shown

that there is an ambiguity in the assignment of the peaks due to carbon clusters ct and ct+
and that careful reassignment of these peaks can increase the total amount of carbon in the

atom probe analysis by as much as 10%.

:5 10

MASS SPECTRUM

Figure 8.10: A typical mass spectrum from a cementite particle in a specimen tempered for 10 mins.

The composition profiles of carbon, chromium and silicon along a cementite/matrix inter-

face for a specimen tempered for 5 mins are presented in Figure 8.11. The carbon concentration

here is only 10 at.%, consistent with the probe hole being half way across the carbide and the

matrix. The inclination of the probe hole to the interface was approximately 80°C. It is im-

portant to note that the concentration of chromium in the cementite at the interface is far less

than the 54 wt. % expected from local equilibrium. This result therefore verifies the theoretical

model in which local equilibrium does not exist in the cementite during the early stages of

enrichment. There is also some evidence of an increase in the silicon content of the matrix

outside the cementite particle. Silicon is known to partition from cementite.

8.3 Scanning transmission electron microscope studies

It has already been noted that atom probe analyses were difficult because of the size of

the carbides relative to the size of the specimen tip. After the precipitation of the larger M7C3

carbides atom probe analyses proved nearly impossible. Therefore a scanning transmission
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Figure 8.11: Composition profiles for carbon (a), chromium (b) and silicon (c) along a cemen-

tite/matrix interface in a specimen tempered for 5 mins.

electron microscope (STEM) was used to look at the composition profile through some of the

larger cementite particles. Analyses were performed using a VGHB501 STEM operated at

100 kV on thin foils made from the specimens tempered for 178 hours. A little caution needs to

be exercised in the interpretation of these results for two reasons. Firstly, the resolution of the

STEM was at its poorest due to a strong astigmatism produced by the ferromagnetic specimen.

(Attempts to use carbon extraction replicas proved unsuccess~ul because the specimen drifted

within the time needed to perform accurate microanalysis.) In addition the particle is 3-

dimensional; any surface enrichment will be averaged to some extent because the particle is

probed by the electron beam in a 2-dimensional section.

8.3.1 Results and discussion

Figure 8.12 shows the chromium concentration profile across a cementite particle and

into the matrix measured using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis in a STEM. This particle

is contained in a specimen which has been tempered for 178 hours at 565°C. Care has been

taken only to include the section of the particle having parallel sides in the analysis in order to

remove any interference from the matrix at the ends of the particle. The analysis was performed

in a direction exactly normal to the carbide/matrix interfaces. The absolute level of chromium

measured in the matrix was lower than that measured on a carbon extraction replica (Chapter

5) due to interference from the predominantly iron-containing matrix. Thus, it is not possible
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to determine an absolute level of chromium in the cementite. However, the relative difference

between the chromium concentration at the centre and the edge of the particle was found to

be approximately 3 wt. %. This result is significant because it would appear to preclude the

possibility that the chromium concentration in the cementite at the carbide/matrix interface

has reached the predicted equilibrium level, implying local equilibrium has not yet been attained

at the interface.

MATRIX

60nm

MATRIX

Figure 8.12: The concentration profile of chromium across a carbide and into the surrounding matrix

measured using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis in a STEM from a specimen which has been tempered

for 178 hours at 565°C.

8.4 Conclusions

The most important result is that, consistent with theoretical predictions the concentration

of cementite at the cementite/ferrite interface is found to be far below that expected from

equilibrium considerations. This is in samples which are annealed at elevated temperatures in

order to permit the initially non-equilibrium cementite to enrich in chromium concentration.

The apparent clusters of molybdenum and carbon atoms found in the ferrite matrix of specimens

tempered for only 10 mins at 565°C using atom probe analysis, could indicate the early stages

of Mo2C formation, although much further work is needed to establish this quantitatively.

The diffusion coefficient of chromium in cementite needs to be established accurately, al-

though this would be easier in a steel of slightly different composition in which the precipitates

were more conducive to atom probe analysis.

STEM analyses have proved difficult for the magnetic specimens and the large interference

from the predominantly iron containing matrix means that quantitative analyses are difficult,

although used in conjunction with TEM on carbon extraction replicas they can provide useful

information.
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CHAPTER 9

FURTHER THEORETICAL STUDIES

In this chapter the question of whether simultaneous particle coarsening and enrichment

can occur is addressed. It is shown quantitatively that the driving forces for the two processes

are of opposite sign, and that the enrichment process appears to defeat coarsening until the

bainitic carbides have reached their equilibrium compositions.
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CHAPTER 9

FURTHER THEORETICAL STUDIES

9.1 Introduction

Particle coarsening is the dissolution of small precipitates and the simultaneous growth

of larger particles at a fixed volume fraction. Ultimately a system will tend towards only one

large particle. The driving force for the process is a decrease in the total interfacial energy.

Factors which need to be considered in the development of a full theory of particle coarsening

include the size and shape of the particles, the relationship between size and solubility, and

whether the reaction is diffusion or interface controlled. A distribution of particle sizes within

a matrix causes concentration gradients, and therefore, in order for these to be maintained,

atoms have to transfer across the interface between the particle and the matrix. If diffusion

of atoms within the matrix is the rate-controlling step then the growth is said to be diffusion

controlled, whereas if it is more difficult for an atom to cross the interface into the matrix, then

growth is said to be interface controlled.

Theoretical growth rate equations for individual particles for both diffusion and interface

controlled reactions have been derived by Greenwood (1956) and (1969), and then these have

been incorporated into analyses ofthe dispersion as a whole by Wagner (1961) and Lifshitz and

Slyozov (1961). A brief review of experimental studies of particle coarsening is presented in

the next section. The equations governing the coarsening process are then discussed in detail

together with the necesssary modifications to allow for the coarsening of particles in a solid

matrix. The application of the theory to simultaneous particle coarsening and enrichment is

then outlined.

9.2 Experimental studies of particle coarsening

Early experiments were performed under the conditions for which the Wagner, Lifshitz

and Slyozov theories were developed, Le. virtually pure particles in a liquid. This work has

been reviewed by Greenwood (1969). Recent interest has, however, concentrated on extending

the theory to account for precipitates in a solid matrix. In most cases, this has been studied

successfully using thin foils and extraction replicas in a transmission electron microscope. The

main area of interest in this work is the coarsening of carbide particles in steels, and so the

previous work on the Fe-C system only will be reviewed here, although it shoud be noted that

there have been considerable advances in studies on the Ni-AI system by Ardell (1969).
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There have been many theories proposed in the literature for the mechanism of cementite

coarsening. Hyam and Nutting (1956) measured the carbide particle size distribution during the

tempering of four plain carbon steels in the temperature range 500-700°C. They then related

the changes in the particle diameters on tempering to hardness measurements, from which

they calculated the activation energy for the softening process, following the assumption that

particle size and separation are directly responsible for changes in hardness. The value which

they obtained led them to conclude that cementite coarsening is controlled by the self-diffusion

of iron, rather than the diffusion of carbon. Mukherjee et al. (1969) have pointed out that

these measurements are unreliable because changes in the matrix structure during tempering

are not taken into consideration.

Oriani (1964) then considered that both the diffusion of carbon and the diffusion of iron

should be taken into account. His argument was that the growth of a cementite precipitate

requires a change in volume according to the equation

which must be accommodated at both the growing and dissolving precipitates which necessitates

coupled diffusion of iron and carbon. There was limited agreement of this theory with the

experimental data due to approximations having to be made for the values of various constants.

Oriani's theory of coupled diffusion was then challenged by Bj6rkland et al. (1972) who

studied the effect of alloying elements on the rate of Ostwald ripening of cementite. They used

a sophisticated treatment of the thermodynamics of the problem, but a rather basic treatment

of the diffusion. They suggested that the diffusion coefficient may be reduced by elements

dissolved in the cementite which diffuse very slowly and are therefore rate-controlling. They

predicted that a Mn content of 0.001 wt.% in an Fe-C alloy would decrease the growth rate

by a factor of 10. This idea is supported by Mukherjee et al. (1969), who studied the effect of

chromium on carbide coarsening. They found that increasing the chromium content retarded

the growth of cementite particles, and that the coarsening rate of the various chromium-based

alloy carbides decreased in the order Fe3C, M3C, M23C6, M7C3. It is interesting to note that

they found that M3C and M7C3 coarsened at a rate consistent with the diffusion of chromium

being rate-controlling, whereas the coarsening of Fe3C is too rapid for the equivalent diffusion

of iron to be rate-controlling.

An alternative interface controlled coarsening mechanism was proposed by Heckel and De

Gregorio (1965). They studied a spheroidised eutectoid steel containing 0.75 wt.% C, and

with other elements, such as Si and Ni, being present at levels ofless than 0.005 wt.%. They
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concluded that interface controlled kinetics were applicable having obtained coarsening rates

two or three times lower than those predicted by carbon diffusion being rate-controlling. One

possible explanation, however, is that even the small amounts of impurities present are retarding

the coarsening. Heckel and De Gregorio proposed that the coarsening rate is limited by the rate

of formation of cementite at the growing interfaces where the interfacial reaction is proportional

to the solute thermodynamic activity gradient across the interface.

Another important factor considered by Mukherjee et al. (1969) is the influence of the

matrix structure on coarsening rates. They found that the fine grain size and dislocation

substructure in a martensitic microstructure caused a significant increase in the coarsening

rate. They also noted that irregularities in particle size distribution curves could be resolved

by the superposition of two different distributions, one from particles within the matrix and

one from particles situated on the grain boundaries, caused by a transfer of material from the

matrix to grain boundaries during tempering.

9.3 Particle size and solubility

The starting point for a theory of coarsening must be to relate the size of a particle to its

solubility. The simplest relationship is the Gibbs-Thomson or Thomson-Freundlich equation

for spherical particles of radius r, with an interfacial energy per unit area,. The complete

theory is given in Christian (1975) from which the following synopsis is taken.

Consider an assembly in which 0 (cementite) particles of surface area 0 and surface free

energy per unit area, are in equilibrium with the 0' (ferrite) matrix. It can be shown that the

energy of the interfaces displaces the equilibrium condition, and may be considered to contribute

an additional thermodynamic potential, resulting in the fact that the solubility limit, cOt8
, and

the equilibrium composition, c8Ot
, of the cementite may both vary with the radius of the particle.

The quantities relating to interface curvature are denoted by c~ and c~, where r is the particle

radius, and those referring to the equilibrium compositions for infinite planar interfaces by

c~ and c~. (N.B. Concentrations are used here rather than atomic fractions which are valid

only when there is a negligible volume change on transformation. However, this assumption

is implicit here because no strain energy terms due to the transformation are included in the

treatment.)

The effect can be illustrated as follows. If a virtual change is considered in which dn

atoms are transferred from the 0' phase to the 0 phase, there will be an increase in the surface

area of the 0 particles, and therefore a corresponding increase in energy of ,dO. This may be
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represented as a displacement of the free energy per atom from g(J to g~ where

(9.1)

The new equilibrium compositions are given by the common tangent construction to the free

energy curves, as illustrated in Figure 9.l.

The effective chemical potentials per atom for curved interfaces are denoted by gt and

g~r, and the new equilibrium conditions are g~r = gAr and g~r = g8r. From the geometry

of the diagram, it can be seen that

~c~ = c~ - c~

which is of the same order of magnitude as

and also that the approximation,

can be made. The chemical potentials per atom of an ideal solution can be expressed as

gA - g~ = kT In (1 - x) and

gB - g~ = kTlnx ,
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where gO refers to the chemical potential of the pure substance. The absolute activity, A, is

defined in terms of the chemical potential as

Equations 9.5 and 9.6 can then be written in terms of absolute activities as

A
A ~ = In (1 - x) and

A

(9.7)

(9.8)

ABIO = In x , (9.9)
B

where AO refers again to the pure substance. Equations 9.8 and 9.9 can then be modified to

take into account non-ideal solutions by multiplying their right hand sides by the appropriate

experimentally measured activity coefficients, such that

(9.10)

(9.11)ABIO = fBln x .
B

Therefore, by substitution of the activity coefficients, fEr and fEoo' it can be shown that

(

fCl' COO )

gCI' _ gCI' = kT In Br r
Br Boo fCl' CCI' '

Boo 00

(9.12)

and then, using the dilute solution approximation that fE=constant and equating equations

9.4 and 9.12 gives

~c~ ~ In ( c~ ) = ~ (dO) ( 1 - c~ )
cCI' cCI' kT dn c8 - cCI'

00 00 00 00

Using the approximation that the particles are spherical, for which

41l"r3o = 41l"r
2 and n = -V '3 m

(9.13)

(9.14)

where Vm is the molar volume and n is the number of atoms per mole, and then using the

properties of partial derivatives,

00 00 or
on - {f;'on -

equation 9.13 is simplified to the form usually used as the basis of coarsening theory,

In ( c~ ) = 2, Vm ( 1 - c~ ) ,
cCI' kTr c8 - cCI'

00 00 00
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Figure 9.2: Schematic illustration of the increase in free energy due to particle curvature and the

decrease in free energy due to increased thermodynamic stability.

equilibrium level, and that there is a constant volume fraction of precipitate. Oriani (1964)

also points out that Wagner (1961) assumes that the atoms in the matrix offer no resistance

to the motion of an interface, Le. that the matrix atoms move at a much greater rate than the

diffusion of the solute, and can therefore be neglected.

9.5 Application to simultaneous coarsening and enrichment of cementite

In order to address the question of whether or not particle coarsening (in the strictest sense)

can occur whilst the process of enrichment is occurring the driving forces for the two reactions

need to be investigated. It has been shown in the previous section that the driving force for

coarsening originates from an increase in free energy due to particle curvature of a smaller

particle. However, diffusion of chromium, for example, to cementite particles is driven by a

reduction in free energy as thermodynamic equilibrium is approached. The driving forces for

enrichment and coarsening will therefore tend to oppose each other. It has also been shown that

smaller particles will enrich more quickly than larger particles and therefore the reduction in

free energy due to an increased chromium content will be most marked for the smaller particles,

thus cancelling out, to a certain extent, any increase in free energy due to an increased radius

of curvature. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 9.2. These two opposing processes are

quantified in the following sections.
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(9.20)

9.5.1 Increase in free energy due to particle curvature

The increase in concentration of solute in the matrix surrounding a small particle has been

discussed in section 9.3. An alternative approach is to consider the increase in free energy due

to interface curvature. The expression for the increase in free energy due to interface curvature

is given by the expression
ao 2Vml

I an = -r-'

For cementite, a value of I given by PuIs and Kirkaldy (1972) is 0.6 Jm-2• The molar volume

can be estimated from the unit cell dimensions and the number of atoms contain in one unit

cell: cementite is orthorhombic with lattice parameters a=4.523A, b=5.089A and c=6. 743A,

and there are 12 atoms contained in one unit cell. Vm is therefore given by

v _ (4.523 x 5.089 x 6.743 x 10-3°) N
m - 12 x A' (9.21)

where N A is Avagadro's number. The increases in free energy for particle sizes of 10, 100

and 10000 nm are presented in Table 9.1. As expected the largest increase corresponds to the

smallest particle size.

Table 9.1: Increase in free energy as a function of particle size.

Particle size /nm Inc. in free energy / J mol-1

10 934

100 93.4

10000 0.934

9.5.2 Decrease in free energy due to increased thermodynamic stability

In order to quantify the decrease in free energy due to an increase in thermodynamic

stability because of an increase in chromium content of the cementite, an expression for the free

energy of cementite is required. Lundberg et al. (1977) state that the molar Gibbs free energy

os cementite is given by

(9.22)

where YFe and YCr are concentration parameters related to the ordinary mole fractions, x, by

XCr
YCr = 1- YFe = ---

I- Xc
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Other data are GFec, =74,113 J mol-I, GCrC~ =-13,578 J mol-I and Ao=1,790 J mol-I. Ce-

mentite is virtually stoichiometric with respect to carbon content and therefore it contains

0.0067 mole fraction carbon. Evaluating this expression for particles containing various pro-

portions of chromium and iron indicates that addition of 1 at. % Cr lowers the free energy of

the cementite by approximately 1 kJ mol-I.

These results are summarised in Figure 9.3. It has been shown in previous chapters that

chromium concentration varies linearly with reciprocal particle size. Calculations were per-

formed using the finite difference model to determine the chromium concentration as a function

of tempering time for typical sizes and concentrations of the cementite particles found in the

2iCr1Mo steel. The predicted value of chromium concentration was then converted into a

value of Gibbs free energy (using equation 9.22). An additional contribution to the free energy

due to the capillarity effect was then added to give the total free energy. It can be seen from

the plots of total free energy as a function of reciprocal size in Figure 9.3, for three different

tempering times, that smaller particles become increasingly more stable than the larger ones.

The contribution to the free energy from the capillarity term is also plotted for comparison. It

is clear that capillarity is a very small effect compared with the fact that the larger particles

enrich more slowly than the smaller ones.

9.6 Conclusions

The above results suggest that coarsening is defeated by the fact that in a distribution

of particle sizes, the smaller particles will be richer in chromium and will not be able to give

up chromium to the larger particles, as is the case in a true coarsening reaction, due to the

opposite driving forces for the two reactions. Coarsening, in the true sense, will not therefore

become important until the very late stages of ageing.

This argument explains why coarsening is not observed for the bainitic cementite discussed

In Chapter 5. It has already been shown in Chapter 6 that pearlitic cementite particles are

much larger than bainitic cementite and therefore the sensitivity to particle size effects is much

reduced. However, for pearlitic cementite the lamellae are observed to spheroidise during the

enrichment process (Figure 6.1). This can be thought of as a shape change from the initally

coarse plate-shaped lamellae, rather than coarsening itself. In the absence of enrichment with

respect to substitutional alloying elements, the spheroidisation rate would presumably be much

faster.
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cementite particles in 2tCrlMo steel.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

It is now possible to interpret fundamentally carbide enrichment kinetics of the kind asso-

ciated with remanent life prediction in power plant steels. Thus it is, in principle, possible to

extrapolate carbide chemistries with confidence over the sort of time scales typical of elevated

temperature applications. Specifically, the precipitation characteristics of three power plant

steels containing different chromium concentrations, !Cr!MotV, 2tCrlMo and 12CrlMoV,

have been studied in detail.

! Cr! Mot V steel, being pearlitic, was found to contain relatively large cementite particles.

As a consequence of this, the substitutional alloy content of the cementite is not particularly

sensitive to particle size. The low chromium content in the steel means that the equilibrium

concentration of chromium in the cementite is low. This results in a much smaller degree of

enrichment during ageing, thereby reducing the sensitivity to the particle size. The agreement

between the theoretical model and the experimentally measured enrichment data is found to be

very good. For this steel, measurement of cementite composition change can prove a valuable

indicator of the average thermal history, and therefore of the remanent creep life.

Power plant components are very large, and therefore the microstructure can vary consid-

erably through the section of a given component. Studies of the precipitation characteristics in

the 2tCrlMo steel have highlighted the importance of cementite composition being related to

the position in the microstructure. Significantly different enrichment rates have been observed

in fully bainitic and mixed ferritic/bainitic microstructures. The much larger equilibrium con-

centration of chromium in cementite and the smaller size of bainitic carbides in this steel result

in the measured chromium concentration being very sensitive to particle size, the smaller parti-

cles enriching more quickly than the larger ones. It has also been shown that when alloy carbides

co-exist in the microstructure with cementite, the cementite composition no longer changes in

a simple manner. The precipitation of chromium-rich alloy carbides can substantially reduce

the chromium level in the cementite.

The kinetics of precipitation have been found to be extremely rapid in the 12CrlMoV

steel. The equilibrium alloy carbide precipitates during the stress-relief heat treatment and

subsequently does not change in composition. It is perhaps not surprising that changes in alloy

carbide chemistries, induced by tempering, are found to be less striking than those observed

for cementite. The growth of alloy carbides involves considerable long range diffusion and there

is therefore greater opportunity for the carbide to be closer to equilibrium when it first forms.
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The derivation of this approximation is given below. The Taylor expansions on the (j + 1)th

time row are:-

(8c) 1 2 (8
2

c)ci-1,i+1 = ci,i+1 - Or F + 2(or) 8 2 + '" .
r i,i+l r i,i+1

(1. 7)

(1.8)

Subtraction and addition of these two equations lead respectively to the following equations:-

(~~) i,i+1
ci+1,i+1 - ci-1,i+1

20r
(1.9)

(82c)
8r2 i,i+1

Then, using the approximation that

Ci+1,i+1 - 2ci,i+1 + ci-1,i+1
or2 (1.10)

(:~) ~ ~ [(:~) ;,;+1 + (:~) J '
(8

2
c) 1 [(8

2
C) (8

2
c)]

8r2 = 2 8r2 i,i+1 + 8r2 i,i '

the following expressions can be obtained:-

(1.11)

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)(
82c) 1 [C'+1 '+1 - 2c, '+1 + C'_1 '+1 C'+l' - 2c, '+ c'_1 ,]_ = _ ',J ',J ',J +' ,J ',J ',J

8r2 2 (or)2 (or)2

This is termed the implicit finite difference method because unknowns on the time level (j + 1)

are expressed in terms of known values on the time level j. Therefore, N grid points result in

N simultaneous equations to solve in order to obtain the unknown values. More computation

is required at each step than with the explicit finite difference method, but this calculation

remains stable for all values of Oi, whereas the explicit method is only stable for ot ~ 0.50r2

and therefore it is possible to use larger and therefore fewer time steps.
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APPENDIX 11

FINITE.FOR

C Program using finite difference method for the solution of the problem
C of X enrichment of cementite during the ageing of bainitic steels
C
C EQFER = Equilibrium at.% of X in ferrite at ageing temperature
C EQCEM = Equilibrium at.% of X in cementite at ageing temperature
C EBAR = Average X at.% in alloy
C FERS = normalised concentration of X at ferrite surface
C CEMS = normalised concentration of X at cementite surface
C TIMH = time in hours
C KTEMP = Absolute temperature
C TCEM = Thickness of cementite in meters
C TFER = Half-thickness of ferrite in meters
C N.B. This is calculated from the volume fraction of chromium
C in the alloy in the program
C
C DFER = Diffusivity of X in ferrite
C DCEM = Diffusivity of X in cementite
C Q = Activation free energy for diffusion
C FREQ = Pre-exponential factor for diffusion
C The mean size of a cementite particle is usually taken to be 100nm
C (This is based on experimental experience)
C
C Concentrations normalized relative to average alloy concentration
C Dimension normalize relative to carbide particle thickness
C ICEM, IFER, J1 are the number of finite slices
C for dimension and time respectively
C (N.B. ICEM is read into this program but IF ER is calculated: both
C values must be transferred to FINN via the dataset)
C TIM = Time, in seconds
C A3 controls the amount of information that is printed out
C SETIME controls the time in hours that the experiment runs.
C JTEST modifies the mass balance condition when the CEMS reaches
C the equilibrium concentration. Hence mass is conserved.
C
C Typical data
C 838.15 0.5D-03 39.0D+00 2.5D+00 1.0D-07 0.1 5
C 0.0003D+00 2.0D+00 1.0 1.0
C 2.53D-04 240580.0 (DIFFUSION DATA, JOULES ETC.)
C End of data
C

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER(I,J)
DOUBLE PRECISION CFER(1500,2), CCEM(20,2)
J4 = 0
J5 = 0
JTEST = 0
READ( 5, *) KTEMP,EQFER,EQCEM,EBAR, TCEM, VOL UME,ICEM
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READ(5,*) CFER(1,1),CCEM(1,1),A3,SETIME
READ(5,*) FREQ,Q
RFER = OAOD+OO
RCEM = RFER
TFER = (TCEM*(l.OD+OO- VOLUME))j(2*VOLUME)
DFER = DIFF(KTEMP,Q,FREQ)
DCEM = DIFF(KTEMP,Q,FREQ)
STCEM = 0.5D+00*TCEMjICEM
IFER = DINT(TFERjSTCEM)
STFER = TFERjIFER
TIME = RFER*STFER*STFERjDFER
J1 = DINT(3600*SETIMEjTIME)
WRITE( 6,100) DFER,DCEM, VOLUME, TFER, TCEM,EQFER,EQCEM,KTEMP,ICEM

+ ,IFER,STCEM,STFER
DO 1 I = 2,ICEM

CCEM(I,l) = 1.0D+00
1 CONTINUE

DO 2 I = 2,IFER
CFER(I,l) = 1.0D+00

2 CONTINUE
C

FERS = EQFERjEBAR
DR = DFERjDCEM
WRITE(6,101) CCEM(l,l),CFER(l,l)

C
C Finite difference analysis
C

TIM = O.OD+OO
WRITE(6,102)
DO 50 J = 2,J1

TIM = TIM + TIME
TIMH = TIMj3600.0D+00
IF (TIMH .GT. SETIME) GOTO 51

CEMM = O.OD+OO
FERR = O.OD+OO

C
C
C

****** Ferrite ******

DO 10 II = 1,IFER
IF (II .EQ. 1) THEN

C Note: surface concentration in ferrite is at equilibrium
C until CEMS reaches the equilibrium concentration

IF (JTEST .EQ. 0) THEN
CFER(1,2) = CFER(l,l) + RFER*(FERS - 2.0D+00*CFER(1,1)

+ + CFER(2,1))
ELSE

FERS = ((CCEM(l,l)-CEMS)jDR) + CFER(l,l)
ENDIF

C Ensure reflection at last slice
ELSEIF (II .EQ. IFER) THEN

CFER(IFER,2) = CFER(IFER,l)+ RFER *(CFER(IFER-1,1)
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+ -2.0D+00*CFER(IFER,1)+CFER(IFER-1,1))
CALL SOFT(CFER(IFER,2),1,J4,TIMH)

ELSE
CFER(II,2) = CFER(II,1)+RFER*(CFER(II-1,1)

+ -2.0D+00*CFER(II,1 )+CFER(II+ 1,1))
ENDIF
FER = CFER(II,2)*EBAR
XTFER = STFER *II
FERR = FER+ FERR
CFER(II,l) = CFER(II,2)

10 CONTINUE
C
C ******** Cementite ********
C

DO 20 1= 1,ICEM
C Calculate surface concentration in cementite
C appropriate for mass balance

IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN
CEMS = DR*(CFER(l,l)-FERS)+CCEM(l,l)

C Reflect at position of symmetry
IF (CEMS .GT. (EQCEMjEBAR)) THEN

CEMS = EQCEMjEBAR
JTEST = 1

ELSE
CCEM(1,2) = CCEM(l,l) + RCEM*(CEMS-2.0D+00*CCEM(1,1)

+ + CCEM(2,1))
ENDIF

ELSEIF (I .EQ. ICEM) THEN
CCEM(ICEM,2) = CCEM(ICEM,1)+RCEM*(CCEM(ICEM-1,1)

+ -2.0D+00*CCEM(ICEM,1 )+CCEM(ICEM -1,1))
CALL SOFT (CCEM(ICEM,2),2,J5,TIMH)

ELSE
CCEM(I,2) = CCEM(I,1)+RCEM*(CCEM(I-1,1)

+ -2.0D+00*CCEM(I,1)+CCEM(I+1,1))
ENDIF
CEM = CCEM(I,2)*EBAR
XTCEM = I*STCEM
CEMM = CEM+CEMM
CCEM(I,l )=CCEM(I,2)

20 CONTINUE
C

50
51

CEMM = CEMMjICEM
FERR = FERRjIFER
DUMMY = JjA3
DUMMY = DINT(DUMMY)-DUMMY
IF (DUMMY .EQ. 0.0) THEN

AVER = (FERR*TFER + CEMM*0.5D+00*TCEM)j(TFER+0.5D+00*TC
WRITE( 6,103) TIMH,CEMM,FERR,AVER,FERS*EBAR,CEMS*EBAR

ENDIF
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,104)
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60
61

70
71
C
100

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

101
+

102
103
104
105
106

DO 60 I = 1,ICEM
IF (CCEM(I,2) .LT. 1.0001) GOTO 61

WRITE(6,105) I,CCEM(I,2),CCEM(I,2)*EBAR
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,106)
DO 70 J = 1,IFER

IF (CFER(J,2) .GT. 0.999) GOTO 71
WRITE(6,105) J,CFER(J,2),CFER(J,2)*EBAR

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

FORMATC Diffusion coefficient in ferrite, m**2/s = "
D12.4/' Diffusion coefficient in cementite, m**2/s, = ',D12.4/
, Volume fraction of cementite (MTDATA) = ',D12.4/
, Half thickness offerrite, m =',D12.4/
, Thickness of cementite, m =',D12.4/
, Eq. cone. of X at interface, in ferrite, at.% = ',D12.4/
, Eq. cone. of X at interface, in cementite, at.% = ',D12.4/
, Absolute Temperature = " F8.2, , ICEM, IF ER = ',219/
, STCEM (m) = ',D12.4, , STFER (m) = ',D12.4/ /)
FORMATC Time 0, slice 1, cementite and ferrite norm cone "
2F12.4/)
FORMATC HOURS CEM FERRITE AVERAGE X FERS CEMS')
FORMAT(D10.2,F9.4, F9.4,F9.4,F9.4,2F9.4)
FORMAT(' No Norm. Cone. at.%X in Cementite')
FORMAT(I8,D 12.4,2F10.4)
FORMATC No Norm. Cone. at.%X in Ferrite')
STOP
END

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DIFF(KTEMP,Q,FREQ)
DOUBLE PRECISION KTEMP, R, Q, FREQ
R = 8.3143
DIFF = FREQ*DEXP(-Q/(R*KTEMP))

C R = Universal Gas Constant, J/mol/K
C KTEMP = Absolute Temperature
C Data for X inter diffusion in alpha iron, from Fridberg (1969) paper

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SOFT (A,I,J,TIMH)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,TIMH
IF (J .GT. 1) RETURN

IF (I .NE. 1) THEN
IF (A .GT. 1.01D+00) THEN

WRITE(6,1l) TIMH
J = 3

ENDIF
ELSEIF (A .LT. 0.99) THEN

WRITE(6,10) TIMH
J = 3
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ELSE
RETURN

ENDIF
RETURN

10 FORMATC SOFT IMPINGEMENT IN FERRITE', Fl1.5,' hours')
11 FORMATC SOFT IMPINGEMENT IN CEMENTITE',Fl1.5,' hours')

END
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APPENDIX III

INHOMOG.FOR

C Program using finite difference method for the solution of the problem
C of X enrichment of cementite during the ageing of bainitic steels
C for an inhomogeneous carbon distribution.
C
C TIMH time in hours
C KTEMP=Absolute temperature
C TCEM=Thickness of cementite in meters
C EQFER=Equilibrium wt.% of X in ferrite at ageing temperature
C EQCEM=Equilibrium wt.% of X in cementite at ageing temperature
C EBAR=A verage X wt. % in alloy
C DFER=Diffusivity of X in ferrite
C DCEM=Diffusivity of X in cementite
C Q = ACTIVATION FREE ENERGY FOR DIFFUSION
C FREQ = PRE-EXPONENTIAL FACTOR FOR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
C Concentrations normalized relative to average alloy concentration
C Dimension normalize relative to carbide particle thickness
C TIM = Time, in seconds
C A3 controls the amount of information that is printed out
C SETIME controls the time in hours that the experiment runs.
C JTEST modifies the mass balance condition when the CEMS reaches
C the equilibrium concentration. Hence mass conserved
C RATIO is the ratio of TFERA to TFERB (the relative sizes of the
C inhomogeneous ferrite distribution)
C
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,K-Z)
INTEGER I,J
DOUBLE PRECISION CFERA(1500,2), CFERB(1500,2), CCEM(1500,2)
READ( 5,*) KTEMP,EQFER,EQCEM,EBAR, TCEM, VOLFRAC,ICEM,RATIO
READ(5,*) A3,SETIME,FREQ,Q
J4=O
J5=O
J6=O
JTESTA=O
JTESTB=O

C Set up the initial conditions
TFERB=(TCEM*(l- VOLFRAC) )j(VOLFRAC*(l + RATIO))
TFERA=TFERB *RATIO
DFER=DIFF(KTEMP,Q,FREQ)
DCEM=DIFF(KTEMP,Q,FREQ)
RFER=OAD+OO
RCEM=RFER
DR=DFERjDCEM
STCEM=TCEMj(ICEM+1)
IFERA=D INT(TFERA jSTCEM)
IFERB=DINT(TFERB /STCEM)
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STFERA=TFERA/IFERA
STFERB=TFERB/IFERB

C Set up time loop
TIME=(RFER *STFERA *STFERA)/DFER
J 1=DINT( 3600D+00*SETIME /TIME)

C Write out the initial program parameters
WRITE( 6,100) DFER,DCEM,VO LFRAC,TFERA,TFERB,TCEM,EQFER,EQCEM,

+ KTEMP,ICEM,IFERA,IFERB,STCEM,STFERA,STFERB
C Set up the initial conditions everywhere

DO 10I=1,IFERA
CFERA(I,l)= 1.0D+00

10 CONTINUE
DO 20I=1,ICEM

CCEM(I,l)= 1.0D+00
20 CONTINUE

DO 30I=1,IFERB
CFERB(I,l)=l.OD+OO

30 CONTINUE
IMID=INT(ICEM-1)/2
FERSA=EQFER/EBAR
FERSB=EQFER/EBAR
TIM=O.OD+OO
DO 40 J=2,J1

TIM=TIM + TIME
TIMH=TIM/3600D+00

C For the calculation of the average composition in the phases
CEMM=O.OD+OO
FERRA=O.OD+OO
FERRB=O.OD+OO

C
C *************************FerriteA**************************
C

+

+

+

DO 50 II=l,IFERA
IF (II .EQ. 1) THEN

IF (JTESTA .EQ. 0) THEN
CFERA(1,2)=CFERA(1,1 )+RFER *
(FERSA-2.0D+00*CFERA(1,1 )+CFERA(2,1»

ELSE
FERSA=( (CCEM( 1,1)-CEMSA) /DR)+CFERA( 1,1)

ENDIF
ELSEIF (II .EQ. IFERA) THEN

CFERA(IFERA,2)=CFERA(IFERA,1)+ RFER *(CFERA(IFERA-1,1)
-2.0D+00*CFERA(IFERA,1 )+CFERA(IFERA-1,1»
CALL SOFT(CFERA(IFERA,2),1,J4,TIMH)

ELSE
CFERA(II,2)=CFERA(II,1)+ RFER *(CFERA(II-1,1)
-2.0D+00*CFERA(II,1 )+CFERA(II+ 1,1»

ENDIF
FERA=CFERA(II,2)*EBAR
XTFERA=STFERA*II
FERRA=FERA+FERRA
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CFERA(II,I) =CFERA(II,2)
50 CONTINUE
C
C *************************FerriteB***************************
C

DO 60 II=I,IFERB
IF (II .EQ. 1) THEN

IF (JTESTB .EQ. 0) THEN
CFERB( 1,2)=CFERB( 1,1)+ RFER *(FERSB-2.0D+00*CFERB( 1,1:
+CFERB(2,1))

ELSE
FERSB=( (CCEM( 1,1)-CEMSB) /DR )+CFERB( 1,1)

ENDIF
ELSEIF (II .EQ. IFERB) THEN

CFERB(IFERB,2)=CFERB(IFERB,I)+ RFER *(CFERB(IFERB-l,l)
-2.0D+00*CFERB(IFERB,1 )+CFERB(IFERB-l,I))
CALL SOFT(CFERB(IFERB,2),2,J5,TIMH)

ELSE
CFERB(II,2)=CFERB(II,I)+ RFER *(CFERB(II-l,l)
-2.0D+00*CFERB(II,1 )+CFERB(II + 1,1))

ENDIF
FERB=CFERB(II,2)*EBAR
XTFERB=STFERB*II
FERRB=FERB+FERRB
CFERB(II,1 )=CFERB(II,2)

CONTINUE

+

+

+

60
C
C *************************Cementite**************************
C

DO 701=1,ICEM
C Calculate the surface concentration in cementite on border
C with ferrite A appropriate for mass balance

IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN
CEMSA=D R*(CFERA( 1,1)-FERSA )+CCEM( 1,1)
IF (CEMSA .GT. (EQCEM/EBAR)) THEN

CEMSA=EQCEM/EBAR
JTESTA=1

ELSE
CCEM( 1,2)=CCEM( 1,1)+ RCEM*( CEMSA-2.0D+00*CCEM( 1,1)

+ +CCEM(2,1))
ENDIF

ELSEIF (I .EQ. ICEM) THEN
C Calculate the surface concentration in cementite on border
C with ferrite B appropriate for mass balance

CEMSB=DR *(CFERB( 1,1)-FERSB )+CCEM(ICEM,I)
IF (CEMSB .GT. (EQCEM/EBAR)) THEN

CEMSB=EQCEM/EBAR
JTESTB=1

ELSE
CCEM(ICEM,2)=CCEM(ICEM,I)+ RCEM*( CCEM(ICEM-l,l)

+ -2.0D+00*CCEM(ICEM,I)+CEMSB)
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ENDIF
ELSE

CCEM(I,2)=CCEM(I,1)+ RCEM*( CCEM(I-1,1)-
+ 2.0D+00*CCEM(I,1)+CCEM(I+1,1))

ENDIF
IF (I .EQ. IMID) THEN

CALL SOFT(CCEM(IMID,2),3,J6,TIMH)
ENDIF
CEM=CCEM(I,2)*EBAR
XTCEM=I*STCEM
CEMM=CEM +CEMM
CCEM(I,l )=CCEM(I,2)

70 CONTINUE
C Write out the results

CEMM=CEMM/ICEM
FERRA=FERRA/IFERA
FERRB=FERRB /IFERB
DUMMY=J/A3
DUMMY =DINT(DUMMY)-DUMMY
IF (DUMMY .EQ. 0) THEN

AVER=(FERRA *TFERA +CEMM*TCEM + FERRB*TFERB) /
+ (TFERA+TCEM+TFERB)

WRITE(6,101) TIMH, CEMM, FERRA, FERRB
+ ,AVER, FERSA*EBAR, CEMSA*EBAR, CEMSB*EBAR, FERSB*EBAR

ENDIF
40 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,*) , No wt.%X in FerriteA'
DO 80 I = IFERA,l,-l

WRITE( 6,102) ((I-(IFERA + 1))*-1)*STFERA,CFERA(I,2)*EBAR
80 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,*) , No wt.%X in Cementite'
DO 90 I = 1,ICEM

WRITE( 6,102) (1+IFERA-1 )*STCEM,CCEM(I,2)*EBAR
90 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,*) , No wt.%X in FerriteB'
DO 95 I = 1,IFERB

WRITE( 6,102) (1+IFERA + ICEM-2)*STFERB,CFERB(I,2)*EBAR
95 CONTINUE
100 FORMATC' Diffusion coefficient in ferrite, m**2/s = ',D12.4/

+ ' Diffusion coefficient in cementite, m**2/s, = ',D12.4/
+ ' Volume fraction of cementite (MTDATA) = ',D12.4/
+ ' Thickness of ferriteA, m =',D12.4/
+ ' Thickness of ferriteB, m =',D12.4/
+ ' Thickness of cementite, m =',D12.4/
+ ' Eq. conc. of X at interface, in ferrite, wt.% = ',D12.4/
+ ' Eq. conc. of X at interface, in cementite, wt.% = ',D12.4/
+ ' Absolute Temperature = " F8.2/
+ ' ICEM, IFERA, IFERB = ',319/
+ ' STCEM (m) = ',D12.4/
+ ' STFERA (m) = ',D12.4, , STFERB (m) = ',D12.4/ /)

101 FORMAT(D10.4,3F8.3)
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102 FORMAT(2DI4.4)
STOP
END

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DIFF(KTEMP,Q,FREQ)
DOUBLE PRECISION KTEMP, R, Q, FREQ
R=8.3143
DIFF=FREQ*DEXP( -Q/ (R*KTEMP))

C R = Universal Gas Constant, J/mol/K
C KTEMP = Absolute Temperature
C Data for X tracer diffusion in alpha iron, from XC Handbook 57

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SOFT(A,I,J,TIMH)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,TIMH
IF (J .GT. 1) GOTO 99

IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN
IF (A .LT. 0.99D+00) THEN

WRITE(6,110) TIMH
J=3

ENDIF
ELSEIF (I .EQ. 2) THEN

IF (A .LT. 0.99D+00) THEN
WRITE(6,111) TIMH
J=3

ENDIF
ELSEIF (I .EQ. 3) THEN

IF (A .GT. 1.0ID+00) THEN
WRITE(6,112) TIMH
J=3

ENDIF
ENDIF

110 FORMATC SOFT IMPINGEMENT IN FERRITEA', Fl1.5,' hours')
111 FORMATC SOFT IMPINGEMENT IN FERRITEB', Fl1.5,' hours')
112 FORMATC SOFT IMPINGEMENT IN CEMENTITE', Fl1.5,' hours')
99 RETURN

END
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